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Dear Sir / Madam

Langstone Road Cycling and Pedestrian Infrastructure
I write further to my letter dated 21 February advising you of the intention of carrying
out road works in Langstone Road to create a new cycle track along the west side of
the highway.
This is part of an ongoing programme of works by Hampshire County Council, as
highway authority, to create a viable and logical cycle network across the Havant
area. Havant Borough Council is acting as the County Council’s design and
implementation consultant. In that earlier letter we invited comments and feedback
and could I thank everyone who responded to that letter with observations and
concerns, and I trust that the responses we provided in the meantime, including the
FAQ document, have alleviated your concerns.
We are proposing to carry out the work in a number of phases as funding allows. The
first phase of works will see the west footway between Langbrook Close and the
entrance to Langstone Technology Park widened to allow for its future use as a cycle
route. However at this stage, since it will not connect to anything, its status will not be
changed.
This first phase of work will start on Tuesday 1 August 2017 and run for a period of
approximately 6 weeks. During this time a new kerb line will be installed with raised
bus access kerbs serving the upgraded bus stop which will include provision of a
shelter. The crossing island will be upgraded to modern standards with new tactile
paving installed at crossing points to assist people with poor or no vision.
In my original letter we expected the work to be carried lout at night. Most of the work
is now planned to be undertaken during the day, under restricted hours
arrangements, starting at 0930 and finishing at 1600. We will review the impact this
has on traffic but since at this point the road is widening to two lanes no impact is
expected. However there will be a need for limited night working on a few days during
the 6 weeks, to undertake planing to establish the new kerb line, and to remove /
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install new white and yellow lining. Night working is defined as any working after 2000
and we expect to not require working beyond 2300.
The scheme includes provision of a ‘yellow box’ junction at the entrance to Langstone
Technology Park, and stronger lining for the right turn (southbound) into Langbrook
Close. You will have seen the ‘merge’ signs for southbound traffic we have already
erected at the Woodbury Avenue junction.
All the details are shown on the plan attached.
We will be establishing a small working compound on the public highway outside
numbers 4 and 6 Langbrook Close. This will contain a container for equipment, a
small welfare unit for the use of the site workers, and room for storage of materials
such as kerbs and channels.
Thank you for your co-operation whilst we carry out these works.
Yours faithfully

Steve Mountain
Civil Engineering Team Leader
Engineering and Landscape
Public Service Plaza
Civic Centre Road
Havant PO9 2AX
Enclosures:
Plan of overall scheme (drawing 2016_27/030)
Plan of Langstone Technology Park section (drawing 2016_27/034)
Plan of Langbrook Close junction (drawing 2016_27/039)
If you require better quality or larger copies of the drawings these can be provided to
your email address, or in hard copy print on application to the above.
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